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(57) ABSTRACT 

A neon sign includes a transformer module and a receptacle 
attached to the neon sign for receiving the transformer 
module. The transformer module is con?gured to mate With 
the receptacle as the transformer module is plugged into the 
receptacle in order to connect the transformer module to the 
neon sign. The transformer module includes a high voltage 
transformer for transforming a primary input voltage into a 
secondary high voltage output. The transformer module also 
includes secondary contacts for connecting the secondary 
high voltage output of the transformer module to the neon 
sign When the transformer module is plugged into the 
receptacle. The receptacle also includes secondary contacts 
con?gured to mate With the secondary contacts of the 
transformer module as the transformer module is plugged 
into the receptacle thereby electrically connecting the sec 
ondary high voltage output of the high voltage transformer 
to the neon sign. The neon sign further includes a deacti 
vating arrangement for deactivating at least the secondary 
contacts of the transformer module as a result of the trans 
former module being unplugged from the receptacle. 
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NEON SIGN TRANSFORMER MODULE AND 
RECEPTACLE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention relates generally to neon sign 
transformers and power supplies and more speci?cally to 
neon sign transformer and poWer supply modules and mat 
ing receptacles for use in neon signs. 

[0002] In the neon sign industry, the luminescent tubes of 
a neon sign are typically permanently attached to a back 
plane or other support structure. This is typically the case 
because the neon tubes have a very long life span compared 
to other light sources such as incandescent or ?uorescent 
light bulbs. Due to this long life, neon tubes typically do not 
require much servicing and can therefore be substantially 
?xed in place on the neon sign. 

[0003] Although the luminescent tubes of a neon sign are 
referred to herein as being neon tubes, it should be under 
stood that neon signs utiliZe a variety of types of luminescent 
tubes ?lled With a variety of gases including, but not limited 
to, neon gas. All of these various combinations of tube types 
and gas types are Well knoWn to those skilled in the neon 
sign art and are commonly referred to as neon even though 
they may not include any neon gas. Therefore, it should be 
understood that the general term “neon sign”, as used 
hereinafter, refers to all of these various combinations of 
types of luminescent tubes and types of gases that are used 
in What is commonly referred to as neon signs. Also, the 
term “neon sign”, as used hereinafter, refers to any neon 
installation including, but not limited to, WindoW signs, 
point of purchase signs, displays, architectural borders, soffit 
lighting, channel letters, accents, outdoor neon signs, or any 
other application that utiliZes a neon tube. The term “neon 
tube”, as used hereinafter, refers to any processed and sealed 
luminescent tube that utiliZes any combination of the above 
mentioned types of gases. 

[0004] Neon signs require high voltage transformers or 
poWer supplies to drive the neon tubes of the neon sign. 
Traditionally, these high voltage transformers are provided 
in the form of “core and coil” type transformers. These core 
and coil transformers have proved to be relatively reliable 
and relatively long lived. Because of this, the high voltage 
transformers required by the neon sign have typically been 
fairly permanently attached to the neon sign and hardWired 
to the neon tube. In the past, this has not been much of a 
problem to the neon sign industry because the transformers 
and the neon tubes did not need to be serviced very often. 
Also, in the case of conventional large outdoor neon signs, 
it has been perfectly acceptable that a quali?ed technician 
capable of reWiring a neon tube or transformer Was required 
in order to service the neon sign. 

[0005] HoWever, in the speci?c area of small WindoW 
neon signs and point of purchase neon signs, permanently 
attaching a core and coil transformer to the small neon sign 
presents special problems. In the WindoW-and point of 
purchase neon sign industry, it is becoming more important 
to be able to ship individual small neon signs directly to a 
customer. This is very dif?cult to do With a small neon sign 
using a core and coil transformer hardWired to the sign. This 
is because the Weight of the core and coil transformer causes 
an unacceptable amount of breakage of the neon tubes 
during shipping. Therefore, there is a need for an easily 
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detachable neon sign transformer that can be shipped sepa 
rately from the sign and then attached to the sign by the 
customer Without requiring the involvement of a quali?ed 
technician or electrician. 

[0006] As mentioned above, neon signs require high volt 
age transformers to poWer the neon tubes. This poses safety 
concerns in situations in Which an inexperienced user is 
expected to connect a high voltage transformer to a neon 
sign. Due to these safety concerns, prior art detachable neon 
transformers have been designed to be installed and serviced 
only by quali?ed personnel such as an electrician. 

[0007] On example of such a transformer is a channel 
letter transformer designated by reference numeral 100 and 
illustrated in FIG. 1. In this case, transformer 100 is 
transformer model PBKM-751 series provided by France. 
This transformer is designed to slide onto the electrodes at 
the ends of a neon channel letter 102 of a large outdoor neon 
backlit sign. As illustrated in FIG. 1, transformer 100 
includes a pair of secondary contacts 104 that provide high 
voltage poWer to neon channel letter 102. Transformer 100 
also includes primary input Wires 106 for providing poWer, 
at a conventional input voltage, to the transformer. Wires 
106 are typically hardWired to a poWer source by a quali?ed 
installer or electrician When the channel letter is installed. 

[0008] Transformer 100 transforms the conventional input 
voltage from Wires 106 into the required high voltage, 
referred to herein as the secondary voltage. This secondary 
voltage is typically in the range of 1000 volts to 15000 volts 
for a neon sign depending on the length and type of the neon 
tube being poWered. With this con?guration, secondary 
contacts 104 are energiZed at the high voltage output of the 
transformer any time that Wires 106 are electrically con 
nected to an active poWer source. This presents a signi?cant 
safety risk and is one of the major reasons this con?guration 
is designed to be only installed and serviced by a quali?ed 
installer. For this reason, this con?guration Would be unac 
ceptable for use in a small WindoW neon sign or a point of 
purchase neon sign in Which the customer Was expected to 
connect the transformer to the neon sign. Also, because this 
con?guration requires the transformer to be hardWired to a 
poWer source, this con?guration requires a quali?ed installer 
to install the transformer. 

[0009] In order to overcome some of the safety concerns 
With high voltage transformers, neW requirements for 
ground fault interrupt (GFI) circuitry and open circuit detec 
tion circuitry have been becoming more common. In cases 
Where this circuitry is required, the cost of providing a 
particular core and coil transformer may go up substantially. 
In the case of a small core and coil transformer for a small 
WindoW neon sign or a small point of purchase neon sign, 
this detection circuitry may double the cost of providing the 
traditional core and coil type transformer. This increased 
cost is very signi?cant for the WindoW sign and point of 
purchase sign industry segment due to extreme price sensi 
tivity in this industry segment and due to the fact that the 
transformer is the most expensive component of this type of 
neon sign. 

[0010] Solid state poWer supplies or transformers are a 
relatively neW alternative to traditional core and coil trans 
formers in the neon sign industry. Because solid state poWer 
supplies are already constructed from electronic components 
typically mounted on a printed circuit board, it is relatively 
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easy and cost effective to add GFI and open circuit detection 
circuitry to this type of transformer. Because of this sub 
stantial cost advantage, there is a strong trend toward the use 
of solid state poWer supplies in the WindoW sign and point 
of purchase sign industry. 

[0011] Unfortunately, the solid state poWer supplies cur 
rently available do not appear to be nearly as reliable as 
conventional core and coil transformers. This seems to be 
caused by the combination of several factors. First, a large 
number of electronic components are typically used to 
provide a solid state poWer supply. A failure of any one of 
these components can cause the poWer supply to fail. 
Second, the pressure to use loW cost components in order to 
provide a loW cost solid state poWer supply increases the 
chances that one of the components Will fail. And ?nally, the 
inclusion of GFI and open circuit detection circuitry that 
may shut off the poWer supply, as the circuits are designed 
to do, may contribute to the general perception that a neon 
sign using a solid state poWer supply has failed. 

[0012] In recent years, the increased failure rates of the 
solid state poWer supplies have been signi?cantly impacting 
the reputation of neon signs. Previously, neon signs Were 
thought to be very durable and long lived. HoWever, due to 
the more frequent failures of solid state poWer supplies, 
Which is perceived by the general public as a failure of the 
neon sign, small WindoW and point of purchase neon signs 
have been gaining a reputation for being less reliable. 
Therefore, in order to minimize the inconvenience of ser 
vicing a neon sign using a solid state poWer supply, it is 
desirable to provide a poWer supply that may be quickly, 
safely, and easily replaced by a user in the ?eld Without 
requiring the involvement of a specially trained technician 
or electrician. 

[0013] The present invention provides a safe and very easy 
to replace high voltage transformer or poWer supply module 
for a neon sign that may be easily plugged into and 
unplugged from a neon sign. The transformer or poWer 
supply module may include any type of high voltage neon 
transformer or poWer supply including, but not limited to, 
core and coil type transformers and solid state poWer sup 
plies. All of these various transformer or poWer supply 
modules are hereinafter referred to as transformer modules 
even if they include a solid state poWer supply. A receptacle 
that is designed to be attached to the neon sign for mating 
With and receiving the transformer module is also provided. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0014] As Will be described in more detail hereinafter, a 
neon sign including a transformer module and a receptacle 
for receiving the transformer module is disclosed. The 
transformer module has a high voltage transformer for 
transforming a primary input voltage into a secondary high 
voltage output. The transformer module also includes sec 
ondary contacts for connecting the secondary high voltage 
output of the transformer module to the neon sign When the 
transformer module is connected to the neon sign. The 
receptacle is attached to the neon sign and is con?gured to 
mate With or receive the transformer module as the trans 
former module is plugged into the receptacle in order to 
connect the transformer module to the neon sign. The 
receptacle also includes secondary contacts that are con?g 
ured to mate With the secondary contacts of the transformer 
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module as the transformer module is plugged into the 
receptacle. These secondary contacts electrically connect the 
secondary high voltage output of the high voltage trans 
former to the neon sign When the transformer module is 
plugged into the receptacle. The neon sign further includes 
a deactivating arrangement for deactivating at least the 
secondary contacts of the transformer module as a result of 
the transformer module being unplugged from the recep 
tacle. 

[0015] In preferred embodiments, the neon sign includes a 
neon tube having electrodes and the secondary contacts of 
the receptacle are hardWired to the electrodes of the neon 
tube. Additionally, the secondary high voltage output of the 
transformer is at least about 1000 volts. Preferably, the 
receptacle and the transformer module are con?gured in 
such a Way that there is no access to the secondary contacts 
until the secondary contacts of the transformer module are 
fully deactivated by the deactivating arrangement. Also, the 
secondary contacts on the transformer module are located 
such that no electrical arcing may occur betWeen the sec 
ondary contacts of the transformer module as the trans 
former module is unplugged from the receptacle. In one 
eXample, the secondary contacts of the transformer module 
are spaced apart by a distance of at least about one inch. In 
another embodiment, the secondary contacts are separated 
by a partition that prevents arcing betWeen the secondary 
contacts of the transformer module. 

[0016] In one embodiment, the neon sign includes a poWer 
cord connected to the neon sign. The poWer cord provides an 
arrangement for bringing the primary input voltage to the 
neon sign. In this embodiment, the receptacle includes 
primary contacts that are electrically connected to the poWer 
cord. The transformer module includes a primary input and 
primary contacts electrically connected to the primary input 
of the high voltage transformer. The primary contacts of the 
transformer module are con?gured to mate With the primary 
contacts of the receptacle When the transformer module is 
plugged into the receptacle. This electrically connects the 
poWer cord to the primary input of the high voltage trans 
former. In this embodiment, the primary contacts of the 
receptacle and the transformer module provide the deacti 
vating arrangement for deactivating the secondary contacts 
of the transformer module as a result of the transformer 
module being unplugged from the receptacle. In one version 
of this embodiment, the primary contacts and secondary 
contacts are con?gured such that the primary contacts are 
disconnected before the secondary contacts When the trans 
former module is unplugged from the receptacle. 

[0017] In another embodiment, the deactivating arrange 
ment includes a sWitch for deactivating the secondary con 
tacts of the transformer module and an actuator arrangement 
for actuating the sWitch. The sWitch and the actuator 
arrangement are con?gured such that the actuator arrange 
ment actuates the sWitch and deactivates the secondary 
contacts of the transformer module When the transformer 
module is unplugged from the receptacle. In one version of 
this embodiment, the actuator arrangement includes a keyed 
protrusion located on the receptacle and a mating keyed 
opening formed into the transformer module. The sWitch is 
located in the transformer module. The keyed protrusion and 
the keyed opening are positioned such that the keyed pro 
trusion mates With the keyed opening When the transformer 
module is plugged into the receptacle. Also, the sWitch is 
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positioned such that the keyed protrusion actuates the switch 
as the keyed protrusion mates With the keyed opening. In 
one version of this embodiment, the sWitch and secondary 
contacts are con?gured such that the sWitch deactivates the 
secondary contacts before the secondary contacts are dis 
connected from the secondary contacts of the receptacle 
When the transformer module is unplugged from the recep 
tacle. 

[0018] A high voltage transformer module for use in a 
neon sign including a receptacle for receiving the trans 
former module is also disclosed. The receptacle of the neon 
sign is con?gured to mate With the transformer module as 
the transformer module is plugged into the receptacle in 
order to connect the transformer module to the neon sign and 
the receptacle includes secondary contacts. The transformer 
module includes a high voltage transformer for transforming 
a primary input voltage into a secondary high voltage output. 
The transformer module also includes secondary contacts 
for connecting the secondary high voltage output of the 
transformer module to the neon sign When the transformer 
module is connected to the neon sign. The secondary con 
tacts of the transformer module are con?gured to mate With 
the secondary contacts of the receptacle as the transformer 
module is plugged into the receptacle. This electrically 
connects the secondary high voltage output of the high 
voltage transformer to the neon sign. The transformer mod 
ule further includes at least a portion of a deactivating 
arrangement for deactivating at least the secondary contacts 
of the transformer module as a result of the transformer 
module being unplugged from the receptacle. 

[0019] A receptacle for use on a neon sign is also dis 
closed. The neon sign uses a transformer module having a 
high voltage transformer for transforming a primary input 
voltage into a secondary high voltage output. The trans 
former module includes secondary contacts for connecting 
the secondary high voltage output of the transformer module 
to the neon sign When the transformer module is connected 
to the neon sign. The receptacle includes a receptacle 
housing adapted to be attached to the neon sign for receiving 
the transformer module. The receptacle housing is con?g 
ured to mate With the transformer module as the transformer 
module is plugged into the receptacle in order to connect the 
transformer module to the neon sign. The receptacle also 
includes secondary contacts con?gured to mate With the 
secondary contacts of the transformer module as the trans 
former module is plugged into the receptacle. This electri 
cally connects the secondary high voltage output of the high 
voltage transformer to the neon sign. The receptacle further 
includes at least a portion of a deactivating arrangement for 
deactivating at least the secondary contacts of the trans 
former module as a result of the transformer module being 
unplugged from the receptacle. 

[0020] Amethod of connecting a high voltage transformer 
to a neon sign is also disclosed. The neon sign includes a 
receptacle attached to the neon sign and the receptacle 
includes secondary contacts. The method includes the step 
of providing a transformer module con?gured to mate With 
the receptacle in order to connect the transformer module to 
the neon sign. The transformer module includes a high 
voltage transformer for transforming a primary input voltage 
into a secondary high voltage output. The transformer mod 
ule also includes secondary contacts for connecting the 
secondary high voltage output of the transformer module to 
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the neon sign When the transformer module is connected to 
the neon sign. The secondary contacts of the transformer 
module are con?gured to mate With the secondary contacts 
of the receptacle When the transformer module is plugged 
into the receptacle. The transformer module further includes 
at least a portion of a deactivating arrangement for deacti 
vating at least the secondary contacts of the transformer 
module When the transformer module is unplugged from the 
receptacle. The method further includes the step of plugging 
the transformer module into the receptacle such that the 
secondary contacts of the receptacle mate With the second 
ary contacts of the transformer module. This electrically 
connects the secondary high voltage output of the high 
voltage transformer to the neon sign. 

[0021] A method of replacing a high voltage transformer 
on a neon sign is also disclosed. The neon sign includes a 
?rst transformer module and a receptacle that is attached to 
the neon sign and that is con?gured to receive and mate With 
the ?rst transformer module as the ?rst transformer module 
is plugged into the receptacle in order to connect the ?rst 
transformer module to the neon sign. The ?rst transformer 
module includes the high voltage transformer for transform 
ing a primary input voltage into a secondary high voltage 
output, secondary contacts for connecting the secondary 
high voltage output of the ?rst transformer module to the 
neon sign When the ?rst transformer module is connected to 
the neon sign, and at least a portion of a deactivating 
arrangement for deactivating at least the secondary contacts 
of the ?rst transformer module as a result of the ?rst 
transformer module being unplugged from the receptacle. 
The receptacle includes secondary contacts con?gured to 
mate With the secondary contacts of the ?rst transformer 
module as the ?rst transformer module is plugged into the 
receptacle. The receptacle also includes at least a portion of 
the deactivating arrangement for deactivating at least the 
secondary contacts of the ?rst transformer module. The 
method includes the step of providing a replacement trans 
former module including secondary contacts con?gured to 
mate With the receptacle. The ?rst transformer module is 
unplugged from the receptacle thereby deactivating the 
secondary contacts of the ?rst transformer module. The 
replacement transformer module is then plugged into the 
receptacle such that the secondary contacts of the receptacle 
mate With the secondary contacts of the replacement trans 
former module electrically connecting the secondary high 
voltage output of the high voltage transformer of the 
replacement transformer module to the neon sign. 

[0022] Atransformer adapter for use in a neon sign is also 
disclosed. The neon sign includes a high voltage transformer 
for transforming a primary input voltage into a secondary 
high voltage output and a receptacle for receiving the 
transformer adapter. The receptacle is con?gured to mate 
With the transformer adapter as the transformer adapter is 
plugged into the receptacle and the receptacle includes 
secondary contacts. The transformer adapter includes an 
arrangement for attaching the adapter to the high voltage 
transformer. The transformer adapter also includes second 
ary contacts adapted to be electrically connected to the 
secondary high voltage output of the high voltage trans 
former When the high voltage transformer is attached to the 
transformer adapter. The secondary contacts of the trans 
former adapter are con?gured to mate With the secondary 
contacts of the receptacle as the transformer adapter is 
plugged into the receptacle. This provides an arrangement 
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for electrically connecting the secondary high voltage output 
of the high voltage transformer to the neon sign. The 
transformer adapter further includes at least a portion of a 
deactivating arrangement for deactivating at least the sec 
ondary contacts of the transformer adapter as a result of the 
transformer adapter being unplugged from the receptacle. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0023] The features of the present invention may best be 
understood by reference to the folloWing description of the 
presently preferred embodiments together With the accom 
panying draWings in Which: 

[0024] FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic perspective vieW of a 
prior art, high voltage, neon channel letter transformer. 

[0025] FIG. 2 is a diagrammatic perspective vieW of a ?rst 
embodiment of a neon sign including a transformer module 
and receptacle designed in accordance With the invention 
With the transformer module plugged into the receptacle. 

[0026] FIG. 3 is a diagrammatic perspective partially cut 
aWay vieW of the neon sign of FIG. 2 With the transformer 
module unplugged from the receptacle. 

[0027] FIG. 4 is a diagrammatic perspective vieW of the 
inside of the receptacle of FIGS. 2 and 3. 

[0028] FIG. 5 is a schematic representation of the Wiring 
con?guration of the transformer module and receptacle of 
FIG. 3. 

[0029] FIG. 6 is a diagrammatic perspective partially cut 
aWay vieW of a neon sign including a second embodiment of 
a transformer module and receptacle designed in accordance 
With the invention With the transformer module unplugged 
from the receptacle. 

[0030] FIG. 7 is a schematic representation of the Wiring 
con?guration of the transformer module and neon sign of 
FIG. 6. 

[0031] FIG. 8 is a partially cut aWay cross sectional vieW 
of another embodiment of a neon sign including a trans 
former adapter and a receptacle designed in accordance With 
the invention. 

[0032] FIG. 9 is a schematic representation of the Wiring 
con?guration of the transformer, the transformer adapter, 
and the neon sign of FIG. 8. 

[0033] FIG. 10 is a diagrammatic perspective vieW of 
another embodiment of a neon sign including a receptacle 
designed in accordance With the invention and designed to 
receive multiple transformer modules. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

[0034] An invention is described for providing a neon sign 
including a transformer module and a receptacle for mating 
With and receiving the transformer module. It should be 
understood that the term “transformer module”, as used 
hereinafter, refers to a module that includes any type of high 
voltage neon transformer or poWer supply including con 
ventional core and coil transformers and solid state poWer 
supplies. In the folloWing description, numerous speci?c 
details are set forth in order to provide a thorough under 
standing of the present invention. It Will be obvious, hoW 
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ever, to one skilled in the art, that the present invention may 
be embodied in a Wide variety of speci?c con?gurations. 
Also, Well knoWn processes such as methods of manufac 
turing neon signs and neon sign transformers or poWer 
supplies have not been described in detail in order not to 
unnecessarily obscure the present invention. 

[0035] Turning to FIGS. 2-9, Wherein like components are 
designated by like reference numerals throughout the vari 
ous ?gures, attention is initially directed to FIG. 2. This 
?gure is a perspective vieW of the back of a ?rst embodiment 
of a neon sign 200 designed in accordance With the inven 
tion. As Will be described in more detail hereinafter, neon 
sign 200 includes a transformer module 202 and a receptacle 
204 that is attached to neon sign 200. Receptacle 204 is 
con?gured to mate With and receive transformer module 202 
as the transformer module is plugged into receptacle 204 as 
indicated by arroW 206 in order to connect transformer 
module 202 to neon sign 200. 

[0036] In FIG. 2, neon sign 200 is illustrated as a WindoW 
neon sign including a backplane 206, in this case made from 
a sheet of plastic material, on Which receptacle 204 is 
mounted. As is the case for conventional neon WindoW 
signs, this backplane is also typically the supporting member 
for the rest of the components making up the neon sign 
including the neon tubes. Although neon sign 200 is shoWn 
as a WindoW sign having a plastic backplane, this is not a 
requirement of the invention. Instead, it should be under 
stood that neon sign 200 may be any type of neon sign as 
indicated above in the background of the invention and that 
the backplane may be formed in a Wide variety of Ways from 
a variety of different materials and still remain Within the 
scope of the invention. For eXample, in the case of small 
point of purchase signs such as beer signs, the backplane is 
often provided as a metal grid or skeleton. 

[0037] Referring noW to FIGS. 2-5, a ?rst embodiment of 
a transformer module 202 and receptacle 204 Will be 
described. FIG. 3 is a close up, partially cut aWay vieW of 
the bottom end of transformer module 202, receptacle 204, 
and a small portion of neon sign backplane 208. This ?gure 
illustrates transformer module 202 as it is being plugged into 
receptacle 204 as indicated by arroW 206 of FIG. 2. FIG. 4 
is a perspective vieW of receptacle 204 shoWing the con 
?guration of the components making up receptacle 204. 
FIG. 5 is a simple schematic illustrating the electrical 
con?guration of this embodiment. In accordance With the 
invention, and as Will be described in more detail hereinaf 
ter, the act of plugging transformer module 202 into recep 
tacle 204 makes the electrical connections betWeen trans 
former module 202 and neon sign 200. In preferred 
embodiments, this act of plugging transformer module 202 
into receptacle 204 also mechanically connects transformer 
module 202 to receptacle 204 and therefore to neon sign 
200. 

[0038] In the embodiment shoWn in FIG. 3 and schemati 
cally shoWn in FIG. 5, transformer module 202 includes a 
high voltage transformer or poWer supply 210, primary 
contacts 212, and secondary contacts 214. High voltage 
transformer 210 may be any type of conventional neon high 
voltage transformer including core and coil transformers or 
solid state poWer supplies. As is the case in conventional 
neon signs, high voltage transformer 210 is con?gured to 
transform a primary input voltage into a secondary high 
voltage output. 
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[0039] In this embodiment, secondary contacts 214 are 
provided in the form of a thermoplastic post With a brass 
contact cap. This contact may be custom con?gured using 
various post and electrical contact materials. Alternatively, 
these contacts may be any conventional, off-the-shelf parts 
suited for the application. Primary contacts 212 are provided 
as a conventional three-prong plug also protruding out from 
transformer module 202. Alternatively, these primary con 
tacts may be custom con?gured or could utiliZe any con 
ventional off-the-shelf plug and receptacle systems that are 
suitable for the application. 

[0040] As best shoWn in FIG. 4, receptacle 204 includes 
mating primary contacts 216 and mating secondary contacts 
218 for respectively mating With primary contacts 212 and 
secondary contacts 214 of transformer module 202 When 
transformer module 202 is plugged into receptacle 204. 
Receptacle 204 also includes a conventional plug in line 
cord 220 for providing a primary input voltage to primary 
contacts 216 and a pull chain sWitch 222 for sWitching the 
neon sign on and off. In this embodiment, secondary con 
tacts 218 are provided in the form of female contacts 
designed to receive the secondary contacts 214 protruding 
out from transformer module 202. Primary contacts 216 of 
receptacle 204 are provided as a conventional three-prong 
socket or electrical outlet. 

[0041] NoW that the basic components making up this 
embodiment of neon sign 200 have been described, the 
electrical con?guration of this embodiment Will be described 
assuming transformer module 202 is plugged into receptacle 
204 and line cord 220 is plugged into an active, conven 
tional, grounded electrical outlet. As shoWn best in FIGS. 4 
and 5, line cord 220 is electrically connected to primary 
contacts 216 through pull chain sWitch 222. With this 
con?guration, primary contacts or electrical outlet 216 are 
activated any time that pull chain sWitch 222 is sWitched on 
and line cord 220 is plugged into an active electrical outlet. 

[0042] Primary contacts 212 and secondary contacts 214 
of transformer module 202 are respectively electrically 
connected to the primary input and the secondary output of 
high voltage transformer 210 as illustrated in FIG. 5. With 
this con?guration, secondary contacts 214 of transformer 
module 202 are activated at the high voltage secondary 
output voltage of transformer 210 any time that transformer 
module 202 is plugged into receptacle 204. This is the case 
so long as line cord 220 is plugged into an active electrical 
outlet and pull chain sWitch 222 is sWitched on. As also 
shoWn in FIG. 5, With transformer module 202 plugged into 
receptacle 204, secondary contacts 214 of transformer mod 
ule 202 are connected to secondary contacts 218 of recep 
tacle 204. Secondary contacts 218 of receptacle 204 are in 
turn electrically connected to a neon tube 226 as illustrated 
in both FIGS. 4 and 5. Therefore, When sWitch 222 is 
sWitched on and line cord 220 and transformer module 202 
are plugged in, transformer 210 provides high voltage poWer 
to neon tube 226 thereby lighting neon sign 200. 

[0043] HoWever, in accordance With the invention, as soon 
as transformer module 202 is unplugged from receptacle 
204, as indicated by arroW 224 in FIG. 2, secondary contacts 
214 of transformer module 202 are deactivated. This is the 
case even if sWitch 222 is left on and line cord 220 is left 
plugged into an active electrical outlet. In accordance With 
the invention, the con?guration of transformer module 202 
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and receptacle 204 insures that mating primary contacts 212 
of transformer module 202 and primary contacts 216 of 
receptacle 204 are disconnected When transformer module 
202 is unplugged from receptacle 204. This arrangement 
insures that the secondary contacts of the transformer mod 
ule of the present invention are deactivated any time that the 
transformer module is unplugged from the receptacle 
thereby providing an important safety feature. 

[0044] As described above in the background, the second 
ary high voltage output of a neon sign transformer typically 
ranges from about 1000 volts to about 15000 volts. This high 
voltage presents a signi?cant shock haZard if improperly 
handled. This is one of the main reasons neon signs have 
traditionally required servicing by quali?ed technicians. 
HoWever, by providing an arrangement that deactivates the 
secondary contacts of the transformer module any time that 
the transformer module is unplugged from the sign, the risk 
of shock is virtually eliminated. 

[0045] In the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 3, the pri 
mary contacts are shorter than the secondary contacts. This 
con?guration causes the primary contacts of the transformer 
module to be disconnected from the primary contacts of the 
receptacle before the secondary contacts of the transformer 
module are disconnected from the secondary contacts of the 
receptacle When the transformer module is unplugged from 
the receptacle. Because the primary contacts are discon 
nected ?rst, this con?guration ensures that the secondary 
contacts are deactivated before the secondary contacts of the 
transformer module are disconnected from the secondary 
contacts of the receptacle. 

[0046] The transformer module and receptacle of the 
present invention provide several advantages over tradi 
tional neon sign transformers that are hardWired to the neon 
sign. First, because the transformer module is so easily 
unplugged and plugged into the receptacle, the transformer 
may be shipped separately from the sign. This is very 
important in the case of a small WindoW sign or point of 
purchase sign that is to be shipped individually. As described 
above in the background, if a heavy core and coil trans 
former is shipped attached to a small neon sign, there is a 
substantial risk that the Weight of the transformer Will 
damage the neon sign, or break the neon tubes during 
shipping. By using a transformer module in accordance With 
the invention that includes a core and coil transformer, the 
transformer module may be separated from the sign during 
shipping thereby substantially reducing the risk of shipping 
damage. 

[0047] In another advantage, a transformer module 
designed in accordance With the invention may be very 
easily replaced by simply unplugging the old transformer 
module and replacing it With a neW transformer module. 
Additionally, the extreme ease of replacing the transformer 
module alloWs the transformer module to be replaced With 
out requiring a quali?ed technician to perform the replace 
ment. This substantially reduces the costs associated With 
servicing a small neon sign. 

[0048] Furthermore, because the con?guration of the 
transformer module and the receptacle ensures that the 
secondary contacts of the transformer module are deacti 
vated When the transformer module is unplugged from the 
receptacle, a transformer module designed in accordance 
With the invention may be safely replaced Without Worrying 
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about Whether or not the power to the neon sign has been 
shut off or not. In other Words, the present invention allows 
the safe replacement of a high voltage neon sign transformer 
designed in accordance With the invention While the poWer 
to the sign remains on. 

[0049] This ability to sWap transformers While poWer is on 
is a substantial advantage in a Wide variety of neon sign 
applications. For example, in the case of a large outdoor 
conventional neon sign that requires servicing, a sign tech 
nician may often spend a long time trouble shooting the 
problem With the sign. In a conventional neon sign instal 
lation in Which the transformers are hardWired to the sign, 
the trouble shooting process may include having to sWitch 
off the poWer to the sign in order to unWire a transformer, 
hardWiring a neW transformer, and sWitching the poWer back 
on to see Whether or not the problem Was caused by the 
transformer. This can be very time consuming and therefore 
very costly. The present invention dramatically reduces this 
time requirement and cost by providing the ability to sWap 
transformer modules While the poWer remains on by simply 
unplugging the old transformer and plugging in a neW 
transformer. 

[0050] The easy interchangeability of the transformer 
modules of the invention provide several additional bene?ts. 
In some neon sign installations, there are sight speci?c 
problems that may effect the requirements for the trans 
former used for the installation. For example, the immediate 
surroundings of a neon sign can have a substantial impact on 
the operation of the neon sign. In an installation Where there 
is a lot of metal around the neon sign, there may be sight 
speci?c capacitance problems that effect the operation of the 
neon sign. In this type of installation, a higher voltage 
transformer may be required to overcome the sight speci?c 
problem. The present invention alloWs the transformer to be 
quickly and easily replaced With a higher voltage trans 
former Without even requiring the poWer to be sWitched off. 

[0051] The above described interchangeability also alloWs 
the transformer module to be changed to different styles or 
types of transformer modules Without requiring the trans 
former to be unWired from the sign. For example, in an 
indoor, dark environment, the transformer of a standard 
brightness neon sign may be easily sWapped With a trans 
former that results in a dimmer sign. This same approach 
may be used to easily exchange transformer modules to 
provide ?ashing signs, 240 volt input voltage versus 120 volt 
input voltage signs, loW voltage inputs (i.e. 12 V or 24 V), 
solid state versus core and coil type transformers, or a 
variety of other optional con?gurations. 

[0052] Additionally, because the receptacle of the inven 
tion provides the electrical connection to the neon tubes, 
these electrical connections do not need to be tampered With 
When exchanging transformers. This avoids the potential for 
damage to the neon tubes that may be caused in a conven 
tional con?guration due to the requirement of unWiring a 
conventional transformer from the neon tube electrodes. 
This is especially signi?cant in a large custom neon sign 
application in Which the custom neon tubes are very expen 
sive and difficult to replace if broken. 

[0053] In another advantage, the present invention helps 
insure that only the proper transformer modules are used for 
a given application. This is because the receptacle ensures 
that only a mating transformer module may be plugged into 
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the receptacle. With this arrangement, the receptacles may 
by keyed such that only speci?c types of transformer mod 
ules may be plugged into the receptacle of a particular type 
of neon sign. 

[0054] As mentioned above, the transformer of small 
WindoW neon signs or point of purchase neon signs is 
typically the most expensive component of the sign. Also, in 
order to continuously offer a fresh look, the designs of this 
type of signage is often updated or modi?ed. The present 
invention alloWs the transformer modules of this type of sign 
to be easily unplugged so that a Working transformer module 
of an outdated small neon sign may be used in a neW updated 
sign. In other Words, this arrangement alloWs the neon sign 
backplane, receptacle, and neon tubes to be replaced While 
reusing the most expensive component of the sign, the 
transformer module. This substantially reduces the costs of 
updating the look of neon point of purchase or WindoW 
signs. 

[0055] As mentioned above in the background, it is 
becoming more common that open circuit detection circuitry 
is required in neon sign transformers. In these, the arrange 
ment described above for transformer module 202 that 
insures that the primary contacts are disconnected before the 
secondary contacts are disconnected provides an additional 
bene?t. Because the secondary contacts and the open circuit 
detection circuit are deactivated When the primary contacts 
are disconnected, this con?guration prevents the triggering 
of the open circuit detection circuit. This avoids the need to 
reset the open circuit detection circuit by sWitching off and 
on the pull chain sWitch every time the transformer module 
is unplugged. If this Were not the case, and if the secondary 
contacts Were disconnected ?rst, the open circuit detection 
circuit Would trigger and the transformer module Would not 
Work until the open circuit detection circuit Was reset. 

[0056] In the case of solid state poWer supplies, an easily 
replaceable transformer module as described above makes it 
much easier to deal With transformer failures. As described 
above in the background, because solid state poWer supplies 
have developed a reputation for being fairly unreliable, the 
easy replacement of the transformer module in accordance 
With the invention reduces the inconvenience to the end user 
When a transformer failure occurs. 

[0057] Although primary and secondary contacts 212, 
214, 216, and 218 have been described as speci?c types of 
contacts, it should be understood that these contacts may 
take a Wide variety of forms and still remain Within the scope 
of the invention so long as the secondary contacts of the 
transformer module are deactivated When the transformer 
module is unplugged from the receptacle. For example, 
although the secondary contacts of the transformer module 
have been described as contact studs that protrude from the 
module and the secondary contacts of the receptacle have 
been described as female contacts con?gured to receive the 
transformer module secondary contacts, this is not a require 
ment. Instead the transformer module may use female con 
tacts and the receptacle may be provided With mating male 
contacts. 

[0058] Furthermore, it should be understood the trans 
former module of the present invention may be constructed 
from any conventional neon sign transformer components. 
For example, the transformer module may include ground 
fault detection and open circuit detection circuitry if desired. 
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Also, as mentioned above, the transformer module of the 
invention may include any type of neon sign transformer 
including core and coil transformers and solid state poWer 
supplies. 
[0059] Still referring to FIGS. 3 and 4, a receptacle and 
transformer module designed in accordance With the inven 
tion may include additional safety features. As shoWn in 
FIG. 3, secondary contacts 214 of transformer module 202 
may be spaced apart by an appropriate distance that helps 
ensure that no electrical arcing occurs betWeen contacts 214 
as transformer module 202 is unplugged from receptacle 
204. In a speci?c example, secondary contacts 214 are 
spaced apart by a distance D of about one inch. Additionally, 
transformer module 202 may include a separating partition 
or ?n 228. In this case, separating ?n 228 is located betWeen 
tWo secondary contacts 214. Fin 228 is made from an 
electrical insulating material and is positioned to help pre 
vent any electrical arcing betWeen secondary contacts 214 as 
transformer module 202 is unplugged from receptacle 204. 
For this embodiment, receptacle 204 includes an opening 
230 for receiving ?n 228 When transformer module 202 is 
plugged into receptacle 204. 

[0060] As shoWn best in FIG. 4, the primary contacts and 
secondary contacts of receptacle 204 may be recessed Within 
receptacle 204. That is, receptacle 204 may include side 
Walls 232. SideWalls 232 are con?gured to ensure that there 
is no access to secondary contacts as transformer module 
202 is plugged into receptacle 204. This helps to eliminate 
the risk of shock While installing the transformer module 
even if the line cord is plugged in and the sign is sWitched 
on. SideWalls 232 may include sideWalls 232a and 232b that 
separate or compartmentaliZe primary contacts 216 and 
secondary contacts 218. If this is the case, transformer 
module 202 Would include a slot 233 for mating With 
sideWall 232a. 

[0061] Other features may also be included With the 
design of receptacle 204 and transformer module 202. For 
eXample, slots 234 may be included in transformer module 
202 and mating guides may be formed on receptacle 204. 
These slots and mating guides may be used as a key to 
ensure that transformer module 202 is properly installed into 
receptacle 204. Receptacle 204 may also include an arrange 
ment for locking transformer module 202 in place once it is 
fully inserted into receptacle 204. In the embodiment shoWn, 
a portion of sideWall 232 includes a snap arrangement 238 
for engaging an depression 240 in transformer module 202. 
Although a snap arrangement is shoWn, it should be under 
stood that any conventional arrangement for holding trans 
former module 202 engaged With receptacle 204 may be 
utiliZed. This may include conventional fasteners, other 
snapping arrangements, or any other suitable retaining 
arrangement. 

[0062] Although the transformer module and receptacle of 
the invention have been described as including primary 
contacts that mate With one another, this is not a requirement 
of the invention. Instead, the transformer module and mating 
receptacle may take a Wide variety of forms so long as the 
secondary contacts of the transformer module are deacti 
vated an time that the transformer module is unplugged from 
the receptacle. 

[0063] Referring noW to FIGS. 6 and 7, another embodi 
ment of a neon sign 300 in accordance With the invention 
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Will be described. FIG. 6 illustrates a transformer module 
302 and mating receptacle 304 designed to be attached to 
neon sign 300. FIG. 7 is a simple schematic shoWing the 
electrical con?guration of this embodiment. 

[0064] In this embodiment, transformer module 302 
includes transformer 210 and secondary contacts 214 similar 
to those described above for FIG. 3. HoWever, in this 
embodiment, transformer module 302 includes line cord 220 
and a pull chain sWitch 222 similar to line cord 220 and pull 
chain sWitch 222 used on receptacle 204 of FIG. 4. Addi 
tionally transformer module 302 includes at least part of a 
deactivating arrangement 306 for deactivating secondary 
contacts 214 any time that transformer module 302 is 
disconnected from receptacle 304. As best shoWn in FIG. 6, 
deactivation arrangement 306 includes a deactivation sWitch 
308 for deactivating secondary contacts 214. Also, trans 
former module 302 includes a keyed opening 310. 

[0065] As described above for receptacle 204, receptacle 
304 is attached to neon sign back plane 208 of neon sign 300 
and includes mating secondary contacts 218. HoWever, in 
this embodiment, receptacle 304 does not include primary 
contacts 216, line cord 220, or sWitch 222. Instead, line cord 
220 and pull chain sWitch 222 are provided as part of 
transformer module 302. Also, receptacle 304 includes a 
keyed protrusion 312 designed to mate With keyed opening 
306 of transformer module 302. Deactivating sWitch 308 is 
positioned adjacent to keyed opening 306 in transformer 
module 302 such that sWitch 308 is actuated by keyed 
protrusion 312 When transformer module 302 is plugged into 
receptacle 304 such that keyed protrusion 312 mates With 
keyed opening 310. With this con?guration, line cord 220 is 
electrically connected to the primary input of transformer 
210 through pull chain sWitch 222 and deactivating sWitch 
308 as shoWn in FIG. 7. This con?guration insures that 
secondary contacts 214 of transformer module 302 are 
deactivated any time that transformer module 302 is 
unplugged from receptacle 304. This is the case even if line 
cord 220 is plugged into an active electrical outlet and pull 
chain sWitch is sWitched on. 

[0066] As described above for receptacle 204, receptacle 
304 may include a variety of other safety features. These 
include sideWalls for ensuring that there is no access to the 
secondary contacts as the transformer module is plugged in 
and unplugged from the neon sign. Receptacle 304 may also 
include a fastening arrangement for holding transformer 
module 302 in place once fully installed. Transformer mod 
ule 302 or receptacle 304 may include a partition or ?n 228 
separating the secondary contacts in order to prevent any 
electrical arcing betWeen the secondary contacts as trans 
former module 302 is plugged in and unplugged from 
receptacle 304. Also, as illustrated in FIG. 6 and in a manner 
similar to that described above for FIG. 3, keyed protrusion 
312 may be con?gured such that it causes deactivating 
sWitch 308 to deactivate secondary contacts 214 before 
secondary contacts 214 are disconnected from secondary 
contacts 218 of receptacle 304 When transformer module 
302 is unplugged from receptacle 304. 

[0067] Referring to FIGS. 8 and 9, another embodiment 
of the invention Will be described. FIG. 8 is a partial cross 
sectional vieW of a portion of a neon sign 400. In this 
embodiment, neon sign 400 includes a transformer module 
402 similar to transformer module 202 of FIG. 3. HoWever, 
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in this case, transformer module 402 is made up of a 
conventional neon sign transformer 210 and a transformer 
adapter 404. Transformer adapter 404 includes secondary 
contacts 214 and primary contacts 212 similar to those 
described for transformer adapter 202. Overall transformer 
module 402 is formed by attaching conventional neon sign 
transformer 210 to transformer adapter 404 such that sec 
ondary contacts 214 are connected to the secondary output 
of transformer 210 and primary contacts 212 are connected 
to the primary input of transformer 210. With this con?gu 
ration, overall transformer module functions in an identical 
manner to transformer module 202. 

[0068] As described above for FIG. 3, neon sign 400 
includes a receptacle 204 including primary contacts 216 
and secondary contacts 218. Line cord 220 is connected to 
primary contacts 216 through pull chain sWitch 222. As 
described above and in accordance With the invention, this 
con?guration ensures that secondary contacts 214 of trans 
former module 402 are deactivated any time that transformer 
module 402 is disconnected from the receptacle. 

[0069] Although only three speci?c embodiments of trans 
former modules and receptacles have been described in 
detail, the invention is not limited to these speci?c con?gu 
rations. For eXample, the receptacle of the neon sign may be 
designed to receive multiple transformer modules that are 
arranged to poWer various portions of an overall neon sign. 
FIG. 10 illustrates a neon sign 500 including a receptacle 
designed to receive multiple transformer modules (not 
shoWn). In the embodiment shoWn, receptacle 502 includes 
three receptacle portions or bays 502a, 502b, and 502c for 
receiving three separate transformer modules. Each trans 
former module may be provided With its oWn poWer cord 
and secondary contacts as described above for transformer 
module 302 of FIG. 6. Alternatively, each of the transformer 
modules may be con?gured With primary and secondary 
contacts similar to those described above for transformer 
module 202 of FIG. 3. In this case, receptacle 502 includes 
a set of primary contacts 504 and secondary contacts 506 for 
each transformer module. 

[0070] The con?guration of FIG. 10 provides several 
advantages over a neon sign that uses a single transformer. 
For eXample, because several transformer modules are used, 
each of the transformer modules has a loWer output voltage 
instead of one large, much higher voltage transformer. This 
improves the safety of the sign by reducing the voltages used 
to poWer the sign. Also, this con?guration lends itself to 
applications that require more than one transformer such as 
applications in Which the neon sign has multiple portions 
that function in different Ways. This may include ?ashing 
portions or portions that may be only occasionally used such 
as a portion that indicates “open” or “no vacancy”. This 
con?guration also simpli?es the job of servicing a compleX 
neon sign that includes multiple portions because each 
portion may be poWered by its oWn transformer module that 
can easily be replaced Without effecting other portions of the 
sign. 

[0071] The transformer module and receptacle of the 
invention may take on a Wide variety of different shapes and 
speci?c con?gurations and still remain Within the scope of 
the invention. The present invention Would apply Would 
equally apply to any of these variations con?gurations so 
long as the secondary contacts of the transformer module are 
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deactivated any time that the transformer module is discon 
nected from the receptacle. For eXample, in a case in Which 
a solid state transformer is being used and circuitry for 
detecting an open circuit is also included, this open circuit 
detection circuitry may be used to control a sWitch that 
provides the deactivation arrangement for deactivating the 
secondary contacts of the transformer module. HoWever, 
this is not a preferred embodiment because, if the open 
circuit detection circuitry fails, it does not properly deacti 
vate the secondary contacts of the transformer module When 
the transformer module is unplugged from the receptacle. 
This could result in an unsafe con?guration. Additionally, if 
the open circuit detection circuit is used to deactivate the 
secondary contacts, the open circuit detection circuit must 
be reset every time that the transformer module is 
unplugged. This requirement must also be conveyed to the 
individual unplugging the transformer module or else they 
may interpret the transformer to have failed When it is 
plugged back in if they do not realiZe it needs to be reset. 

[0072] Although the above described embodiments have 
been describe With the various components having particular 
respective orientations, it should be understood that the 
present invention may take on a Wide variety of speci?c 
con?gurations With the various components being located in 
a Wide variety of positions and mutual orientations and still 
remain Within the scope of the present invention. For 
eXample, although the various contacts have been shoWn in 
certain positional relationships, these positional relation 
ships are not a requirement of the invention so long as they 
are con?gured in such a Way that the secondary contacts of 
the transformer module are deactivated When the trans 
former module is unplugged from the receptacle. Therefore, 
the present examples are to be considered as illustrative and 
not restrictive, and the invention is not to be limited to the 
details given herein, but may be modi?ed Within the scope 
of the appended claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A neon sign including a neon tube, the neon sign 

comprising: 

a transformer module including a high voltage trans 
former for transforming a primary input voltage into a 
secondary high voltage output, the transformer module 
including secondary contacts for connecting the sec 
ondary high voltage output of the transformer module 
to the neon tube When the transformer module is 
connected to the neon sign; 

a receptacle for receiving the transformer module, the 
receptacle being con?gured to mate With the trans 
former module as the transformer module is plugged 
into the receptacle in order to connect the transformer 
module to the neon sign, the receptacle including 
secondary contacts con?gured to mate With the sec 
ondary contacts of the transformer module as the 
transformer module is plugged into the receptacle 
thereby electrically connecting the secondary high volt 
age output of the high voltage transformer to the neon 
tube; and 

a deactivating arrangement for deactivating the secondary 
contacts of the transformer module in response to and 
as a result of the transformer module being unplugged 
from the receptacle. 
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2. Aneon sign according to claim 1 wherein the neon tube 
includes electrodes and Wherein the secondary contacts of 
the receptacle are hardWired to the electrodes of the neon 
tube. 

3. Aneon sign according to claim 1 Wherein the secondary 
high voltage output of the transformer is at least about 1000 
volts. 

4. Aneon sign according to claim 1 Wherein the secondary 
contacts on the transformer module are located such that no 
electrical arcing may occur betWeen the secondary contacts 
of the transformer module as the transformer module is 
unplugged from the receptacle. 

5. Aneon sign according to claim 4 Wherein the secondary 
contacts of the transformer module are spaced apart by a 
distance of at least about one inch. 

6. Aneon sign according to claim 4 Wherein the secondary 
contacts of the transformer module are separated by a 
partition. 

7. Aneon sign according to claim 1 Wherein the receptacle 
and the transformer module are con?gured in such a Way 
that there is no access to the secondary contacts until the 
secondary contacts of the transformer module are fully 
deactivated by the deactivating arrangement. 

8. A neon sign according to claim 1 Wherein: 

the neon sign includes a poWer cord, the poWer cord 
providing an arrangement for bringing the primary 
input voltage to the neon sign; 

the receptacle includes prirnary contacts that are electri 
cally connected to the poWer cord; and 

the high voltage transforrner of the transformer module 
includes a primary input and the transformer module 
includes prirnary contacts electrically connected to the 
primary input of the high voltage transformer, the 
primary contacts of the transformer rnodule being con 
?gured to mate With the primary contacts of the recep 
tacle When the transformer module is plugged into the 
receptacle thereby electrically connecting the poWer 
cord to the primary input of the high voltage trans 
former, the primary contacts of the receptacle and the 
transformer rnodule providing the deactivating arrange 
rnent for deactivating the secondary contacts of the 
transformer module as a result of the transformer 
rnodule being unplugged from the receptacle. 

9. A neon sign according to claim 8 Wherein the primary 
contacts and secondary contacts are con?gured such that the 
primary contacts of the transformer module and receptacle 
are disconnected, thereby deactivating the secondary con 
tacts of the transformer module, before the secondary con 
tacts of the transformer module are disconnected from the 
secondary contacts of the receptacle When the transformer 
module is unplugged from the receptacle. 

10. A neon sign according to claim 1 Wherein the deac 
tivating arrangernent includes a sWitch for deactivating the 
secondary contacts of the transformer module and an actua 
tor arrangement for actuating the sWitch, the sWitch and the 
actuator arrangernent being con?gured such that the actuator 
arrangernent actuates the sWitch and deactivates the second 
ary contacts of the transformer module in response to and as 
a result of the transformer rnodule being unplugged from the 
receptacle. 

11. A neon sign according to claim 9 Wherein the actuator 
arrangernent includes a keyed protrusion located on the 
receptacle and a mating keyed opening formed into the 
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transforrner module and Wherein the sWitch is located in the 
transformer module, the keyed protrusion, the keyed open 
ing, and the sWitch being positioned such that the keyed 
protrusion mates with the keyed opening When the trans 
forrner module is plugged into the receptacle and such that 
the keyed protrusion actuates the sWitch as the keyed 
protrusion mates with the keyed opening. 

12. Aneon sign according to claim 11 Wherein the sWitch 
and the secondary contacts of the transformer and receptacle 
are con?gured such that the sWitch deactivates the secondary 
contacts of the transformer rnodule before the secondary 
contacts of the transformer module are disconnected from 
the secondary contacts of the receptacle When the trans 
forrner module is unplugged from the receptacle. 

13. A transforrner module for use in a neon sign including 
a receptacle for receiving the transformer module, the recep 
tacle being con?gured to mate With the transformer module 
as the transformer module is plugged into the receptacle in 
order to connect the transforrnner module to the neon sign, 
the receptacle including secondary contacts, the transformer 
rnodule comprising: 

a high voltage transformer for transforming a primary 
input voltage into a secondary high voltage output; 

secondary contacts for connecting the secondary high 
voltage output of the transformer module to the neon 
sign When the transformer module is connected to the 
neon sign, the secondary contacts of the transformer 
rnodule being con?gured to mate With the secondary 
contacts of the receptacle as the transformer module is 
plugged into the receptacle thereby electrically con 
necting the secondary high voltage output of the high 
voltage transforrner to the neon sign; and 

at least a portion of a deactivating arrangement for 
deactivating the secondary contacts of the transformer 
module in response to and as a result of the transformer 
rnodule being unplugged from the receptacle. 

14. A transforrner rnodule according to claim 13 Wherein 
the secondary high voltage output of the transformer is at 
least about 1000 volts. 

15. A transforrner rnodule according to claim 13 Wherein 
the secondary contacts on the transformer module are 
located such that no electrical arcing may occur betWeen the 
secondary contacts of the transformer module as the trans 
forrner module is unplugged from the receptacle. 

16. A transforrner rnodule according to claim 15 Wherein 
the secondary contacts of the transformer module are spaced 
apart by a distance of at least about one inch. 

17. A transforrner rnodule according to claim 15 Wherein 
the secondary contacts of the transformer module are sepa 
rated by a partition. 

18. A transforrner rnodule according to claim 13 Wherein 
the receptacle and the transformer module are con?gured in 
such a Way that there is no access to the secondary contacts 
until the secondary contacts of the transformer module are 
fully deactivated by the deactivating arrangement. 

19. Atransforrner rnodule according to claim 13 Wherein: 

the neon sign includes a poWer cord, the poWer cord 
providing an arrangement for bringing the primary 
input voltage to the neon sign; 

the receptacle includes prirnary contacts that are electri 
cally connected to the poWer cord; and 
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the high voltage transformer of the transformer module 
includes a primary input and the transformer module 
includes primary contacts electrically connected to the 
primary input of the high voltage transformer, the 
primary contacts of the transformer module being con 
?gured to mate With the primary contacts of the recep 
tacle When the transformer module is plugged into the 
receptacle thereby electrically connecting the poWer 
cord to the primary input of the high voltage trans 
former, the primary contacts of the receptacle and the 
transformer module providing the deactivating arrange 
ment for deactivating the secondary contacts of the 
transformer module as a result of the transformer 
module being unplugged from the receptacle. 

20. A transformer module according to claim 19 Wherein 
the primary contacts and secondary contacts are con?gured 
such that the primary contacts of the transformer module and 
the receptacle are disconnected thereby deactivating the 
secondary contacts of the transformer module before the 
secondary contacts of the transformer module are discon 
nected from the secondary contacts of the receptacle When 
the transformer module is unplugged from the receptacle. 

21. A transformer module according to claim 13 Wherein 
the deactivating arrangement includes a sWitch for deacti 
vating the secondary contacts of the transformer module and 
an actuator arrangement for actuating the sWitch, the sWitch 
and the actuator arrangement being con?gured such that the 
actuator arrangement actuates the sWitch and deactivates the 
secondary contacts of the transformer module When the 
transformer module is unplugged from the receptacle. 

22. A transformer module according to claim 21 Wherein 
the actuator arrangement includes a keyed protrusion located 
on the receptacle and a mating keyed opening formed into 
the transformer module and Wherein the sWitch is located in 
the transformer module, the keyed protrusion, the keyed 
opening, and the sWitch being positioned such that the keyed 
protrusion mates With the keyed opening When the trans 
former module is plugged into the receptacle and such that 
the keyed protrusion actuates the sWitch as the keyed 
protrusion mates With the keyed opening. 

23. A transformer module according to claim 21 Wherein 
the sWitch and the secondary contacts of the transformer and 
receptacle are con?gured such that the sWitch deactivates the 
secondary contacts of the transformer module before the 
secondary contacts of the transformer module are discon 
nected from the secondary contacts of the receptacle When 
the transformer module is unplugged from the receptacle. 

24. A receptacle for use on a neon sign including a 
transformer module having a high voltage transformer for 
transforming a primary input voltage into a secondary high 
voltage output, the transformer module including secondary 
contacts for connecting the secondary high voltage output of 
the transformer module to the neon sign When the trans 
former module is connected to the neon sign, the receptacle 
comprising; 

a receptacle housing adapted to be attached to the neon 
sign for receiving the transformer module, the recep 
tacle housing being con?gured to mate With the trans 
former module as the transformer module is plugged 
into the receptacle in order to connect the transformer 
module to the neon sign; 

secondary contacts con?gured to mate With the secondary 
contacts of the transformer module as the transformer 
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module is plugged into the receptacle thereby electri 
cally connecting the secondary high voltage output of 
the high voltage transformer to the neon sign; and 

at least a portion of a deactivating arrangement for 
deactivating the secondary contacts of the transformer 
module in response to and as a result of the transformer 
module being unplugged from the receptacle. 

25. A receptacle according to claim 24 Wherein the neon 
sign further includes a neon tube having electrodes and 
Wherein the secondary contacts of the receptacle are adapted 
to be hardWired to the electrodes of the neon tube. 

26. A receptacle according to claim 24 Wherein the 
secondary contacts on the transformer module and the 
secondary contacts of the receptacle are located such that no 
electrical arcing may occur betWeen the secondary contacts 
of the transformer module as the transformer module is 
unplugged from the receptacle. 

27. A receptacle according to claim 24 Wherein the 
secondary contacts of the receptacle are spaced apart by a 
distance of at least about one inch. 

28. A receptacle according to claim 24 Wherein the 
secondary contacts of the receptacle are separated by a 
partition. 

29. A receptacle according to claim 24 Wherein the 
receptacle and the transformer module are con?gured in 
such a Way that there is no access to the secondary contacts 
until the secondary contacts of the transformer module are 
fully deactivated by the deactivating arrangement. 

30. A receptacle according to claim 24 Wherein: 

the neon sign includes a poWer cord, the poWer cord 
providing an arrangement for bringing the primary 
input voltage to the neon sign; 

the receptacle includes primary contacts that are electri 
cally connected to the poWer cord; and 

the high voltage transformer of the transformer module 
includes a primary input and the transformer module 
includes primary contacts electrically connected to the 
primary input of the high voltage transformer, the 
primary contacts of the transformer module being con 
?gured to mate With the primary contacts of the recep 
tacle When the transformer module is plugged into the 
receptacle thereby electrically connecting the poWer 
cord to the primary input of the high voltage trans 
former, the primary contacts of the receptacle and the 
transformer module providing the deactivating arrange 
ment for deactivating the secondary contacts of the 
transformer module as a result of the transformer 
module being unplugged from the receptacle. 

31. A receptacle according to claim 30 Wherein the 
primary contacts and secondary contacts are con?gured such 
that the primary contacts of the transformer module and 
receptacle are disconnected, thereby deactivating the sec 
ondary contacts of the transformer module, before the sec 
ondary contacts of the transformer module are disconnected 
from the secondary contacts of the receptacle When the 
transformer module is unplugged from the receptacle. 

32. A receptacle according to claim 24 Wherein the 
deactivating arrangement includes a sWitch for deactivating 
the secondary contacts of the transformer module and an 
actuator arrangement for actuating the sWitch, the sWitch and 
the actuator arrangement being con?gured such that the 
actuator arrangement actuates the sWitch and deactivates the 
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secondary contacts of the transformer module When the 
transformer module is unplugged from the receptacle. 

33. A receptacle according to claim 32 Wherein the 
actuator arrangement includes a keyed protrusion located on 
the receptacle and a mating keyed opening formed into the 
transformer module and Wherein the sWitch is located in the 
transformer module, the keyed protrusion, the keyed open 
ing, and the sWitch being positioned such that the keyed 
protrusion mates With the keyed opening When the trans 
former module is plugged into the receptacle and such that 
the keyed protrusion actuates the sWitch as the keyed 
protrusion mates With the keyed opening. 

34. A receptacle according to claim 32 Wherein the sWitch 
and the secondary contacts of the transformer and receptacle 
are con?gured such that the sWitch deactivates the secondary 
contacts of the transformer module before the secondary 
contacts of the transformer module are disconnected from 
the secondary contacts of the receptacle When the trans 
former module is unplugged from the receptacle. 

35. A receptacle according to claim 24 Wherein the 
receptacle is adapted to receive a plurality of transformer 
modules. 

36. Amethod of connecting a high voltage transformer to 
a neon sign, the neon sign including a receptacle attached to 
the neon sign, the receptacle including secondary contacts, 
the method comprising the steps of: 

providing a transformer module con?gured to mate With 
the receptacle in order to connect the transformer 
module to the neon sign, the transformer module 
including 
(i) a high voltage transformer for transforming a pri 
mary input voltage into a secondary high voltage 
output, 

(ii) secondary contacts for connecting the secondary 
high voltage output of the transformer module to the 
neon sign When the transformer module is connected 
to the neon sign, the secondary contacts of the 
transformer module being con?gured to mate With 
the secondary contacts of the receptacle When the 
transformer module is plugged into the receptacle, 
and 

(iii) at least a portion of a deactivating arrangement for 
deactivating the secondary contacts of the trans 
former module in response to and as a result of the 
transformer module being unplugged from the recep 
tacle; and 

plugging the transformer module into the receptacle such 
that the secondary contacts of the receptacle mate With 
the secondary contacts of the transformer module 
thereby electrically connecting the secondary high volt 
age output of the high voltage transformer to the neon 
sign. 

37. A method of replacing a high voltage transformer on 
a neon sign including a ?rst transformer module and a 
receptacle that is attached to the neon sign and that is 
con?gured to receive and mate With the ?rst transformer 
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module as the ?rst transformer module is plugged into the 
receptacle in order to connect the ?rst transformer module to 
the neon sign, the ?rst transformer module including the 
high voltage transformer for transforming a primary input 
voltage into a secondary high voltage output, (ii) secondary 
contacts for connecting the secondary high voltage output of 
the ?rst transformer module to the neon sign When the ?rst 
transformer module is connected to the neon sign, and (iii) 
at least a portion of a deactivating arrangement for deacti 
vating the secondary contacts of the ?rst transformer module 
in response to and as a result of the ?rst transformer module 
being unplugged from the receptacle, the receptacle includ 
ing secondary contacts con?gured to mate With the second 
ary contacts of the ?rst transformer module as the ?rst 
transformer module is plugged into the receptacle and the 
receptacle including at least a portion of the deactivating 
arrangement for deactivating the secondary contacts of the 
?rst transformer module, the method comprising the steps 
of: 

providing a replacement transformer module having sec 
ondary contacts con?gured to mate With the receptacle 
of the neon sign; 

unplugging the ?rst transformer module from the recep 
tacle thereby deactivating the secondary contacts of the 
?rst transformer module; and 

plugging the replacement transformer module into the 
receptacle such that the secondary contacts of the 
receptacle mate With the secondary contacts of the 
replacement transformer module electrically connect 
ing the transformer module to the neon sign. 

38. Atransformer adapter for use in a neon sign including 
a high voltage transformer for transforming a primary input 
voltage into a secondary high voltage output and a recep 
tacle for receiving the transformer adapter, the receptacle 
being con?gured to mate With the transformer adapter as the 
transformer adapter is plugged into the receptacle, the recep 
tacle including secondary contacts, the transformer adapter 
comprising: 

an arrangement for attaching the transformer adapter to 
the high voltage transformer; 

secondary contacts adapted to be electrically connected to 
the secondary high voltage output of the high voltage 
transformer When the high voltage transformer is 
attached to the transformer adapter, the secondary 
contacts of the transformer adapter being con?gured to 
mate With the secondary contacts of the receptacle as 
the transformer adapter is plugged into the receptacle 
thereby providing an arrangement for electrically con 
necting the secondary high voltage output of the high 
voltage transformer to the neon sign; and 

at least a portion of a deactivating arrangement for 
deactivating the secondary contacts of the transformer 
adapter in response to and as a result of the transformer 
adapter being unplugged from the receptacle. 

* * * * * 


